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Abstract 

 
This article presents a study of the reasons that prompt fragmentation in market infrastructure in response 

to differing investor requirements and the foreseeable consequences for the quality and efficiency of that 

infrastructure. The study uses Euronext Paris data collected by the AMF from October 2006 to October 2007 

to characterise behaviour of initiators of block trade orders using three different methods of execution: on 

NSC via the order book, by means of cross trades, or on the over-the-counter segment with reporting to the 

central market (TCS). The results are set against the regulatory changes and new competitive initiatives set 

in motion by the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID). The risks of order flow in large trades 

being diverted from the central market to alternative trading systems (in particular “dark pools”) are 

identified based on institutional investors’ profiles and preferences. 
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Introduction  

 

By abandoning the order centralisation rule that had been a feature of some financial markets, 

the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) has brought a sweeping change in the 

organisation of market infrastructure. Euronext1 and its market in Paris have seen their trading 

functions contested by new entrants, as have most other European exchanges structured around 

an order book. From systematic internalisers to multilateral trading facilities, the alternatives on 

offer are many and varied. The rivals seek to customise their methods of execution as much as 

possible to match investor requirements. The benefit: an incentive to innovate for the entire 

order processing chain, economies of scale and lower transaction costs. The risk: the spectre of 

excessive fragmentation of order flow raises fears of reduced liquidity and less efficient price 

discovery in European securities markets.  

 

Although fragmentation has been widely analysed in the academic literature, there is no 

commonly accepted definition of the phenomenon. The difficulty of circumscribing the concept 

and developing tools to measure it lies in the fact that fragmentation of a market can arise from 

numerous causes (Foucault 2007, Gresse 2001): multiple listings of the same securities, 

heterogeneous investor preferences, regulatory exceptions regarding pre-trade or post-trade 

transparency, and so on. The dimensions are manifold, and the consequences for market quality 

and efficiency are frequently in opposing directions (Hamilton, 1979). What can we expect to be 

the dominant effects of the fragmentation induced by the new competitive initiatives in Europe? 

Will they be lower costs, optimised IT architecture and greater aggregate trading volume? Or will 

they, in contrast, be a degraded price discovery process and markets with less consolidated 

depth per security?  

Block trades are one of the main bones of contention in this debate, for a number of reasons:  

 

• Firstly, because they generate large commissions and thus give rise to fierce battles 

between competing markets. According to Tony MacKay, chairman of Instinet Europe, 

European markets are segmented into two types of alternative systems: those that compete 

head to head on speed of execution and price, and those that focus on differentiating 

themselves by targeting specific kinds of transactions such as large trades.  

                                                             
1 Although Euronext merged with NYSE in 2006, this name is retained to designate the European part of the 
merged entity. 
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• Secondly, because they generally represent strong information signals, which make 

them important contributors to the price discovery process (Easley and O’Hara, 1992). 

Institutional investors generally have at their disposal a high degree of expertise and 

superior financial analysis. By making large trades, they play a key role in keeping prices in 

line with changes in the true value of assets. This is why they are characterised in the 

academic literature as “informed investors”. 

 

• Lastly, because block trades enjoy exemptions from the transparency rules, that is, from 

requirements for pre-trade and post-trade disclosure. For this reason, they are particularly 

susceptible to being moved off central markets and onto opaque trading systems (“dark 

pools”), thereby eliminating any contribution to the price discovery process and reducing 

consolidated market depth in the security being traded.  

 

Anticipating what the consequences of the directive will be for market quality and efficiency 

therefore requires elucidating the determining factors in the decisions that direct large orders to 

different markets. At this point, just months after the directive came into effect, an in-depth 

treatment is premature, given that consolidated time series of MiFID data will accumulate only in 

a long and gradual process. Furthermore, some initiatives now under development (Bats, 

Turquoise, Baikal) could alter the landscape considerably. Bearing in mind these constraints, 

what can we learn from past data? Before the new regulation was put in place, block trades had 

already led to some degree of fragmentation in the Paris market. They legitimised the existence 

of methods of matching orders other than, and alongside, direct confrontation of buy and sell 

orders in the central order book: 

 

• a reporting system for trades made outside the central market 2  (TCS, Trade 

Confirmation System) on the basis of bilateral contractual arrangements between 

intermediaries and their institutional clients. This system can be described as “off-market”, 

but strictly from an operational standpoint, in that the trades do not pass through the order 

book. From a regulatory standpoint, it is still entirely within the confines of the regulated 

market. As such, before MiFID came into effect, it was subject to rules that constrained 

trading prices and imposed procedures for reporting trades to the market operator and the 

authorities.  

                                                             
2 We will also use the generic expression "upstairs market" to describe this system. Note that the system is not 
specifically for block trades but for any kind of trade – including off-hours trades – that might be negotiated 
outside the central market  
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• an institutional arrangement mechanism (crossing) that allows an intermediary to 

match orders internally between two of its clients or between a client and itself as 

counterparty.  

 

How can we characterise the diversity of investor motivations that warrants such diversity in 

modes of execution? Are the services offered by the new entrants, in particular the dark pools, 

likely to be a better fit to the preferences of those who initiate block trades? If so, are these 

services likely to divert part of the liquidity and information content of this order flow?  

 

We propose to analyse these questions in the light of pre-MiFID historical data. After a brief 

review of the academic literature on block trades (Section 1), we present the Paris block trade 

market as it was structured on the eve of the directive’s entry into force, with its governing rules 

and a few descriptive statistics (Section 2). The study in Section 3 on a Euronext Paris database 

(October 2006-October 2007) presents the calculated price impacts of block trades using the 

three available methods of matching orders: through the NSC order book, in the upstairs market 

(TCS), and by crossing. Comparing the different price effects enables us to: 

 

• determine the reasons that explain why the initiator chose the selected mode of 

execution for a block trade (and infer possible dissatisfaction factors). This part of our 

analysis serves to establish two differing investor profiles: so-called “informed investors”, 

and investors present for reasons of liquidity;  

 

• pinpoint the order flows that carry information.  

 

We conclude by setting our results against the changed regulatory framework and the new 

competitive initiatives. The best-informed investors who are also the most inclined to trade via 

the order book rather than via crossing or in the upstairs market are the ones most likely to 

defect from the regulated market to the dark pools. There is a paradox, however, that makes the 

viability of these new trading systems a fragile proposition still: to achieve a high probability of 

execution, these systems must attract suppliers of liquidity who are justifiably reluctant to trade 

in an opaque universe. 
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I. ANALYSIS OF BLOCK TRADES: BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

In a majority of financial markets there are two distinct, coexisting mechanisms for matching 

sellers to buyers in large trades: the central market (“downstairs market”), where the block is 

generally sliced into anonymised pieces so as to avoid too great a market impact, and the off-

market (“upstairs market”), where intermediaries “work” the block by trading directly from their 

own inventory or by putting together a pool of counterparties. Most of the studies of block 

trades have sought to understand the origins of this division between the central market and the 

off-market and explain what legitimises such fragmentation.  

 

Kraus and Stoll (1972) provided the first descriptions of the price impacts engendered by a large 

transaction. They distinguished three types of effects:   

 

• short-term effects on liquidity, generated mainly by the difficulties entailed in absorbing 

an order of such size: lack of market depth, intermediaries’ search costs to find 

counterparties, hedging costs if intermediaries trade for their own account. These 

observable impacts on prices of block trades may show up in the form of explicit 

commissions or a price less favourable than the open market price, to compensate 

intermediaries for the services provided. 

 

• effects due to inelasticity in the supply and demand curves for securities. Because 

securities are not perfect substitutes, the seller of a block must accept a lower price in order 

to induce buyers to acquire more of them until the excess demand has been absorbed.  

 

• effects due to new information (changes in fundamentals, industry earnings, etc.), 

which, according to the efficient markets principle, will be exploited by investors with a 

sufficient level of expertise and thereby incorporated into asset prices.  

 

The first effect is temporary because there are no lasting implications for the equilibrium price of 

an asset. The other two are considered permanent in that, whenever excess demand is absorbed 

or new information is embedded in prices, there will be a change in agents’ expectations as to 
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the intrinsic value of the asset being traded. Kraus and Stoll proposed a methodology for 

measuring and isolating these price impacts in NYSE data from 1968 to 1969. 

 

Their classification of the price impacts of block trades has served as the basis for numerous 

efforts to extend the analysis. On the theoretical side, research has focused on justification of the 

role played by the off-market segment. Is it simply a cannibalistic element for the central market, 

or does it supplement the central market with appreciable liquidity well suited to a certain 

investor profile? Burdett and O’Hara (1987) produced a model tracing the implications of the 

counterparty search process in a block trade. Their model highlights the fundamental role played 

by the upstairs market in neutralising the costs of adverse selection.3 Seppi (1990) developed a 

theoretical model for choosing whether to split up a block trade based on the initiator’s reasons 

for making the trade. He shows that an investor prompted by liquidity needs will have an interest 

in trading in the upstairs market, where relations are not anonymous, rather than sending the 

order piece by piece to the central market. Grossman (1992) modelled the simultaneous market 

equilibria that can form on the central market and the off-market segment. He shows that these 

two modes of order matching can exist side by side in stable equilibria, contradicting the analysis 

advanced by Pagano (1989), and thus legitimise a degree of beneficial fragmentation given 

heterogeneous investor preferences. He also shows that brokers in the off-market segment with 

inside information on latent demand within the central market are more likely to be able to fill 

orders at the best prices.  

 

Numerous empirical studies based on this foundational work have been made during the past 

decade, each targeting a different market structure and shedding new light on the motives of 

initiators of block trades in positioning and splitting up their transactions. Madhavan and Cheng 

(1997) measured the price impacts addressed in the earlier work for the thirty stocks in the DJIA. 

Their results showed that investors trading for liquidity reasons were the ones who chose to do 

most of their block trades on the upstairs market because they were reluctant to write a free 

option in the form of a limit order on the central market. Madhavan and Keim (1996) modelled 

temporary and permanent price effects of block trades and tested them empirically for relatively 

                                                             
3 Adverse selection costs are borne by investors and/or intermediaries who trade with investors/intermediaries 
having more information on intrinsic asset value than they do. The greater the likelihood of encountering this 
kind of investor, the higher the risk of trading an asset at a disadvantageous price. Ultimately, this means 
intermediaries will demand a high risk premium when they are unable to identify the level of expertise and 
information of the counterparty. 
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illiquid AMEX, NYSE and NASDAQ stocks traded off-market between 1985 and 1992. The price 

impacts they calculated for stocks traded on Nasdaq were found to be much larger than for 

stocks traded on the NYSE, where blocks could also be traded on the exchange floor. This result 

again highlights the complementarity of the two modes of order execution. Madhavan and Keim 

also demonstrated the presence of leakage effects, that is, permanent price effects that occur 

before the block trade is executed in full. This result explains why investors seeking to take 

advantage of private information or expert opinion about an issuer prefer to split large orders 

into pieces and send them to the central market rather than risk revealing their strategy before 

execution to a pool of potential counterparties in the upstairs market. 

 

Several studies built around a methodology of calculating price effects similar to that used in this 

study have been devoted specifically to analysing the consequences of a central electronic order 

book coexisting with an upstairs segment.  

The results, whether for the Toronto Stock Exchange (Smith et al., 2001), the Helsinki Stock 

Exchange (Booth et al., 2002), the Milan bourse (Chwen Chwen, 2004) or the Paris market (Riva, 

2000 and Bessembinder and Venkataraman, 2004), all tend to indicate full complementarity of 

an order book and an off-market trading segment. In a non-anonymous environment, investors 

trading for liquidity reasons can send intermediaries a credible signal that they are not in 

possession of private information on the intrinsic value of the securities. With this assurance that 

they do not face adverse selection risk and with their insider’s view of liquidity outside the order 

book, intermediaries are then in a position to offer a price better than the observable bid-ask 

spread on the central market. According to Bessembinder and Venkataraman, this configuration 

enables investors in this size category to incur only 20% of the execution costs they would bear 

if they went through the central order book. For initiators of block trades seeking to exploit 

private information, the order book remains the more attractive execution choice and reduces 

the chance of information leakage inherent in non-anonymous counterparty search. 
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II. MAKING A BLOCK TRADE ON EURONEXT: MARKET RULES AND 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 
Aware of these complementarities, Euronext, like many other international securities exchanges, 

allows initiators of block trades to make their trades within the central order book or outside it, 

using a procedure for negotiation between intermediaries and investors. 

 

II.1.  Methods of block trading in use internationally 

Offering multiple ways of executing block trades is not specific to European bourses but is also a 

feature of many international exchanges. The alternatives take various forms. 

 

II.1.1. Block trading on the central market (downstairs market) 

Initially, large transactions could be channelled directly to the reference market.4 In this case, 

how the orders were executed depended on the structure of the market in question. On pure 

order-driven markets, institutional investors could route their orders directly to the order book. 

The problem was that the depth of the order book was frequently not sufficient to absorb the 

entire order in one go and thus left the initiator’s strategy and intentions totally exposed. For this 

reason, most order-driven markets (notably the Toronto Stock Exchange, Euronext, the 

Australian Stock Exchange and SETS on the London Stock Exchange5) allowed orders for an 

undisclosed total quantity (“iceberg orders”, see Annex 1). Investors could then execute their 

orders gradually, in smaller pieces, without revealing the aggregate size of the trade. 

On a hybrid market such as the NYSE, block orders can be placed either through a floor broker, 

who then sends it on to the specialist acting as market maker for the security, or directly on the 

Direct+ system.6 Up until the NYSE-Archipelago merger, Direct+ was limited to orders in 

quantities of no more than 1,099, which was overly restrictive even when an initiator wanted to 

                                                             
4 We use the term "reference market" here to refer to the set of organised markets on which the securities to be 
traded in a block were first admitted to trading. 
5 See, for TSX:[http://www.tsx.com/en/pdf/IcebergOrderFAQ.pdf],  
for Euronext:[http://www.euronext.com/fic/000/011/015/110157.pdf],  
for the LSE:[http://production.investis.com/lse/news/releases/2003/2003-04-29/]  
and for the ASX: [http://www.asx.com.au/supervision/rules_guidance/asxl/asx_section_31.pdf] 
6 Direct+ is an electronic order execution system on the NYSE. 
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slice up a large trade for piecewise execution. Since the merger with the alternative trading 

system and the creation of NYSE’s “hybrid market”, this limitation has been eliminated, enabling 

block traders to get the benefit of automatic execution and making it easier for them to slice 

orders into smaller pieces. On price-driven markets (also called dealer markets) such as the 

London Stock Exchange’s SEAQ and Nasdaq, market makers compete for order execution. Large 

orders are sent to one or more dealers who “work” the block order, that is, put together a 

counterparty pool at a negotiated price and/or act as counterparty themselves for all or part of 

the block trade. 

 

II.1.2. Block trading off-market (upstairs market) 

 

In parallel with the central market, and for the reason that “downstairs” execution is not suited 

to large trades, in most stock exchanges block trades are handled differently from small and mid-

sized trades, in a venue of their own. In these venues known as “upstairs” or “off market”, 

intermediaries maintain bilateral relations with their clients in the same way as in a traditional 

dealer market. By direct telephone or electronic contact, they locate potential counterparties for 

the orders they receive or choose to act as counterparty themselves, buying for or selling from 

their own inventory (see inset for a detailed description of these procedures). The extent of the 

freedoms allowed to institutional interactions in these venues, particularly as regards 

transparency and price discovery, varies from place to place. The differences turn on whether the 

rules governing interactions between the upstairs and organised markets make the linkage 

between them relatively tight or relatively loose. 
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Inset 1: Methods of matching block orders in upstairs markets 

 

Accelerated book building: the intermediary acts as agent for the investor and is paid on a 

commission basis. The intermediary builds a book of orders from potential counterparties and 

determines a price on the basis of this book. This type of transaction is riskier for the investor, 

who must accept uncertainty as to the final price, but less so for the intermediary, who avoids 

taking excessive balance-sheet risk. 

 

Bought deal: the intermediary acts as principal and agrees to buy or sell the securities that the 

client wants to dispose of or acquire. Then, generally immediately after the transaction with the 

client, the intermediary does a repositioning, i.e., a mirror-image transaction with other 

counterparties. The client thus gets assurance of finality on the trade as well as better visibility 

on the execution price of the block, although that price will often be at a discount to the price of 

a transaction arranged by accelerated book building. In return, the intermediary bears a high 

position risk, but it may be able to make a trading profit when it unwinds its position.  

 

Hybrid transaction (“back-stopped deal”): this type of transaction combines features of the 

preceding two. The intermediary builds a book but also gives an underwriting guarantee with a 

specified maximum or minimum price. Having undertaken both a best-efforts obligation and a 

performance obligation, the intermediary must stand ready to be the counterparty of last resort if 

the trade cannot be completed on the terms that it initially expected. 

 

At the two extremes, there are upstairs markets that are entirely opaque, where prices are 

negotiated freely and intermediaries are not constrained by transparency obligations, and 

upstairs markets that “report” to the central market under rules laid down by the market 

operator, where prices must be negotiated, at low margins, at close to the central market price 

and where each transaction must not only be publicly disclosed to the market post-trade but also 

be reported to the competent market authorities.   

As an illustration of this diversity, the upstairs market in the United States, consisting of the 

block trading segments of the NYSE and Nasdaq, covers securities traded in quantities of more 
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than 10,000 or amounts of more than $200,000 in a single transaction. Very rarely do such 

trades give rise to a report to the market operator. Prices are freely negotiated, with just a few 

exceptions. Blocks of NYSE-listed securities traded upstairs at a price outside the prevailing bid-

ask spread fall under Rule 127. This rule requires floor brokers to fill orders at the negotiated 

block price if those orders would have benefited from it had the block been presented for 

execution on the floor (i.e., on the central market). On the Toronto exchange, which is based on 

a central order book, block trades (at least 10,000 shares or CAD 100,000) are negotiated 

between intermediaries in a special segment, but at a price at least as favourable as the 

prevailing market price. They are displayed in real time in the order book. Only information 

concerning the nature of the transaction itself (own-account trade or client-to-client cross) is 

allowed the benefit of delayed disclosure.  

In Europe, market rules and modes of execution for block trades likewise exhibit a degree of 

diversity. On the London Stock Exchange, the market for large trades has been fully integrated 

with the market for small and mid-sized trades. Although there is segmentation between 

different methods of matching orders (an order-driven system, SETS, exists side by side with a 

price-driven system, SEAQ and its international appendage, SEAQ-I), a given market maker can 

trade simultaneously in small and large orders. Rather than the static size criterion used in North 

American markets, classification of a trade as a block is based on a dynamic criterion, normal 

market size (NMS).7 A block trade is any transaction that is 75 times the normal market size 

when NMS is 2,000 or more or 50 times when NMS is 1,000 or less. Until MiFID came into effect, 

long deadlines of up to five days after execution were allowed for post-trade publication and 

reporting to market authorities on block trades.8 The Swiss Exchange likewise allows a lengthy 

delay in reporting of block trades (CHF 200,000 or more) initiated on its upstairs market that are 

deemed “sensitive” (i.e., where the intermediary is acting as principal). 

In Germany, the Frankfurt exchange became a pioneer by launching Xetra XXL in 2001.9 On this 

electronic crossing platform, block orders are negotiated daily during several periodic trading 

sessions, using prices imported from the reference market (midpoint of the prevailing bid-ask 

spread). Unlike on Germany’s upstairs market, where trades can be reported the following day, 

but only to the regulator and not to the market, on Xetra XXL the pre-trading sessions are done 

in a closed order book (i.e., the information in it is available only to the participants), but the 

trades are made public at the end of the day to the entire reference market. Lastly, on Euronext 

the TCS reporting system allows intermediaries to negotiate regulated block trades outside the 
                                                             
7 Number calculated for each security  based on a percentage of average daily market turnover in the security. 
8 Or until the dealer had succeeded in unwinding 90% of his position. 
9 Xetra XXL Market Model [http://deutsche-boerse.com/dbag/dispatch/en/kir/gdb_navigation/trading_members] 
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central order book. Pre-MiFID, the terms, conditions and classification criteria for block trades 

were based on belonging to an index (Euronext 100, Next 150, etc.) or on a trading category 

(continuous or auction). Post-MiFID, they are based on average daily turnover per security.   

 

Table 110 : Minimum threshold for inclusion in the block trade category 

Security to be 

traded 
Euronext Next 150 

Other Securities 

traded 

continuously 

Other Securities 

traded at 

auction 

NextTrack 

Threshold (€) 500,000 250,000 100,000 50,000 {150,000 

Source: www.euronext.com 

 

The differing practices of the few exchanges described above illustrate the diversity in ways of 

organising block trading outside of reference markets. We can summarise the observed 

differentiation as occurring along three axes: 

• definition of a block: The classification may be made either on static criteria determined 

in advance, such as quantity of securities or value, or on dynamic criteria that vary with 

observed trading volume in the market. 

 

• post-trade transparency: The issue here is how much time initiators of block trades are 

allowed for reporting them. The deadlines may be fixed (a few hours, or up to several days) 

or variable (the time taken by the intermediary to cover its position). Reporting may be 

required only to the competent market authorities, or it may entail disclosure to the entire 

market. 

 

• price constraints: These determine how much latitude intermediaries have in 

negotiating prices on block trades. The constraints can be strict, based on a price dictated 

by and imported from the central market with no price discovery process (Xetra XXL), or 

more permissive (allowed margin around the last traded price). 

 

                                                             
10 Book I, Article 4403 of the harmonised market rules of Euronext, 1/03/2007 version 
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II.1.3. Institutional arrangements 

 

In addition to ways of executing block trades on and off the reference market, some exchanges 

offer a set of special procedures to facilitate certain institutional arrangements. These procedures 

may take different forms and are not necessarily limited to large transactions.  

 

Euronext, for example, offers the possibility of executing a transaction by means of a cross trade 

(cf. 2.2.1), that is, it allows a buy order to be executed against a sell order from the same 

member. These special transactions, which may include execution of large orders, can either pass 

through the order book 11  or be reported through the TCS system. 12  SWX, in addition to 

streamlined procedures for its upstairs segment, gives intermediaries the possibility of entering a 

“statement of interest” or an “addressed order”.13 With the first, the participant can inform one 

or more other intermediaries, without any commitment on its part, of its desire to make a 

transaction in a given security. The intermediary is free to indicate the size of the order and the 

desired price. With the second, any intermediary can send a firm offer to a given participant, and 

other participants do not learn of this offer’s existence until a transaction is made. The 

intermediary must indicate the quantity and the price. On the LSE, institutional investors can go 

through a broker-dealer under a Worked Principal Agreement (WPA). In this procedure, the 

broker-dealer commits to supply or sell a security in an agreed quantity at an agreed price. If the 

broker-dealer fails to put together a counterparty pool by the specified day, the broker-dealer 

itself must act as counterparty in the agreed trade.  

The disparate motivations of initiators of block trades and the numerous underlying costs of such 

trades require financial markets to provide a variety of suitable order matching services. As this 

brief survey of international block trading practices highlights, Euronext, and more specifically its 

Paris market, offered several different ways of executing large transactions within a single venue 

even before MiFID came into effect. In the following section we look at Euronext’s mechanisms 

and the rules underlying them in more detail. 

 

                                                             
11 Note that even if they are passed through the order book, they do not enter into the process of confronting 
supply against demand; rather, they are negotiated beforehand between the intermediary and its clients.  
12 Crosses passed through the order book are subject to more restrictive price constraints than those reported 
through TCS. The latter are subject to the same rules as any block order. 
13 SWX, General Conditions, [http://www.swx.com/download/admission/regulation/general/gc_swx_en.pdf] 
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II.2. Fragmentation of block trade orders in the Paris market 
before MiFID 

As we have noted, fragmentation can come about in two ways. It can have an operational origin, 

arising from the existence of multiple distinct order-matching solutions within a given trading 

venue, and it can have an informational origin, arising from partial dissemination of information 

about trades. Block trades, because they require a different treatment from other trades and a 

degree of untrammelled interaction between intermediaries, contribute to fragmentation even in 

markets that apply an order centralisation rule. Thus, even before MiFID and for a certain kind of 

order flow, Euronext Paris was already a market that could be thought of as fragmented around 

three modes of execution:   

- direct confrontation of supply and demand through the order book, 

- crosses, 

- off-market, reported to the competent authorities (Trade Confirmation System – TCS). 

How does one define, justify and quantify these possibilities for trading outside the order book?  

 

II.2.1. TCS and crosses: definitions 

 

The TCS system was developed by Euronext in order to bring certain trades within the ambit of 

the regulated market. These trades are classified on the basis of two parameters:  

- time of occurrence: during (“in-session”) or before or after (“out-session”) the hours 

when Euronext is open; 

- nature: only block trades and certain special types of transactions (e.g., after-hours 

trades at VWAP14 and delta-neutral trades) may be executed outside the central order 

book and reported via TCS.  

 

Intermediaries wishing to facilitate block trades can thus negotiate such transactions outside the 

central market but still benefit from the regulatory framework provided by the competent 

authorities. Once a trade has been made by the buyer and the seller (one side being taken by a 

counterparty pool or the intermediary acting as counterparty, or both), all information relating to 

execution must be transmitted to the market operator within 15 minutes. When Euronext has 

                                                             
14 Volume Weighted Average Price: average price of shares that changed hands during a given period. 
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received this information, the data are sent on to the regulator and released to the public in real 

time or with a short lag (cf. 2.2.3). 

 

The trading system also allows a buy order to be executed against a sell order from the same 

member. This is called a “cross” or cross trade. There are two ways of making a cross. A cross 

entered in the order book is not subject to size constraints, but the trade must be made at a price 

consistent with prevailing prices in the order book, that is, between the best ask limit and the 

best bid limit. 15 A cross reported via TCS is subject to the same terms and conditions as any 

block traded outside the order book. Members can use crosses as part of any transaction 

between two of their clients or between one of their clients and themselves as counterparty.  

 

The objective of the study is (i) to determine the motivations of initiators of block trades and 

their preferences as to mode of execution on the eve of MiFID’s introduction, and thereby (ii) to 

anticipate the ways in which the Paris market might undergo further fragmentation in favour of 

new entrants. First, though, we must quantify the proportion of orders that were being executed 

outside the order book and determine how much fragmentation was already present within 

Euronext Paris before the transposition of the directive. For this purpose, we differentiate the 

two modes of execution by their price constraints. For all of our calculations, we make an 

analysis in two parts: crosses passed through the order book, where the trading price ought to 

be closely correlated with the price resulting from direct confrontation of supply and demand in 

the order book, and block trades reported via TCS, which are subject to less restrictive price 

constraints. 

 

II.2.2. Block trading activity  

 

During the period from October 2006 to October 2007, approximately €233 billion of trades were 

executed outside of direct confrontation in the order book in the Paris-listed securities of the 

pan-European bourse, or nearly 10% of the value of trading on NSC (see Table 2). Of this €233 

billion, €147 billion represents trades made in the upstairs market and €86 billion represents 

crosses. 

                                                             
15 Book I, Article 4402 of the harmonised market rules of Euronext, 1/03/2007 version 
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Table 2: Value of trades executed outside of direct confrontation in the order 
book, for French securities, October 2006-October 2007, in billions of euros. 

 TCS reports 
Crosses in the 

order book 
Total 

Euronext 100 112 41.5 153.5 

Next 150 8.8 7.3 16.1 

Other securities 26 37 63 

Total 146.8  85.8 232.6 

Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

Whereas the highest-capitalisation shares (Euronext 100) account for the largest fraction of off-

market trading by value, the less liquid shares (other than the Euronext 100 and the Next 150) 

show the highest degree of fragmentation, with more than 13% of trading value occurring 

outside the order book (Figure 1). This is due mainly to the high proportion of crosses in this 

segment: whereas trades reported via TCS seem to contribute a stable degree of market 

fragmentation (about 6.5%) across all securities categories, crosses through the order book 

appear to be used to a much greater degree for lower-capitalisation securities in place of the 

other modes of execution. 

 

Figure 1 

 

Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 
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In absolute terms (Figures 2 and 3), trading activity reported via TCS and in crosses through 

the order book is heavily concentrated in French shares in the Euronext 100. This concentration 

is accentuated in the TCS trades, where only 11% of trading value is in other securities 

categories, compared with 24% for the cross trades. 

 

Figures 2 and 3 

  

Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

II.2.3. Transparency and price discovery 

 

Before the directive came into force in November 2007, block trades reported via TCS or 

executed as crosses through the order book had to meet precise rule requirements in terms of 
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traded price and post-trade transparency16. The minimum transaction amount that can be traded 

in the upstairs segment, or executed by a cross through the order book, during hours when the 

market is open is called the Normal Block Amount (NBA). For each securities category and 

normal block amount, the rules set a trading range that governs the latitude allowed on the 

execution price of the block (Table 3). Thus, for all securities trading on a continuous basis, the 

largest “ordinary” block trades (more than five times the NBA) could be made at a price within a 

range of 5% around (i.e., above or below) the last traded price, and “structural” block trades17 

could be made within a range of 10% around the last traded price.  

 

Table 3: Block trading rules before November 2007 

Segment Euronext Next 150 Other Securities traded 
continuously NextTrack 

< 5 NBA  > 5 NBA < 2 NBA > 2 NBA 

“Ordinary 
block” trading 

interval 

Weighted 
average 

spread18 with a 
maximum 

range of 5% 
around the last 

traded price 

5% around the 
last traded 

price 

1% around the last 
traded price 

1 percentage 
point for each 

NBA > 2 NBA, up 
to a maximum of 

5% 

Reservation 
thresholds 

“Structural 
block” trading 

interval  
Price within a closed interval of 10% around the last traded price 

Source: Euronext Cash Market, Guide to Transaction Reporting 

As concerns post-trade transparency, some publication delays are allowed. The delays depend on 

the size and nature of the trade (Table 4). If the intermediary approached to make the block 

trade is acting as counterparty, it will need additional time to rebalance its inventory and cover 

its position before the transaction is disclosed to the market. Thus, for all Principal/Agent trades 

(intermediary trading for its own account), the delay is 60 minutes for blocks smaller than 5 NBA, 

                                                             
16 See Euronext Cash Market, Guide to Transaction Reporting [www.euronext.com/fic/000/019/826/198267.pdf] 
17 A structural block is a block trade in an amount exceeding €7.5 million, for shares and equivalent securities, or 
5% of market capitalisation, for shares only. 
18 The weighted average spread is the price a member would pay to buy one NBA in the central order book. It is 
the average of the average bid price and the average ask price, weighted by disclosed quantities in the order 
book. 
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120 minutes for blocks greater than 5 NBA, and the following day for structural blocks as well as 

any trade involving a principal where the allowed delay period ends after the close of trading. 

Other trades must be reported in real time. 

 

Table 4: Publication delays for block trades 

Delay 
Size Nature 

In-session Out-session 

Agent/Agent Real time 
Block < 5 NBA 

Principal/Agent 60 minutes 

Agent/Agent Real time 
Block • 5 NBA 

Principal/Agent 120 minutes 

Agent/Agent Real time 

The following day at 
market open 

Structural block 
Principal/Agent The following day at market open 

Source: Euronext Cash Market, Guide to Transaction Reporting 

 

By analysing the recorded trading activity during the study period, we can pinpoint the 

characteristics of trades made in the form of a cross or a trade reported via TCS (see Figures 4 

and 5). For all block sizes taken together, the number of trades is steady for crosses through the 

order book, but it rises with block size for trades reported via TCS (9,000 for trades less than 

2 NBA, versus nearly 15,000 for trades greater than 5 NBA). The upstairs market seems more 

prone to handling large block trades than the crossing mechanism (average trade amount of 

€4.1 million upstairs, versus €2.8 million on crosses downstairs).  
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Figures 4 and 5 

 

 Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

II.2.4. Competition and concentration of business among intermediaries  

 

The implicit market-making and supply-demand matching activity in these block trading 

operations leads to genuine competition between investment services providers (ISPs). Analysing 

the strategic positioning of these intermediaries is fundamental to understanding the 

characteristics of the off-order book trading business. Table 5 presents some key statistics that 

can be used to assess the competitive structure of this business (trades executed as crosses and 

trades reported via TCS). For each of the samples of French securities studied (Euronext 100, 

Next 150, and all other securities traded continuously), the table shows the number of active 

intermediaries, average trading value per ISP, and an indicator of concentration (Gini coefficient).  
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Table 5: Summary of off-market activities of ISPs, October 2006-October 2007. 

Euronext 100 – French securities Cross TCS 

Number of ISPs 69 69 

Average value of trading (€m) 601 1623 

Gini coefficient 0.87 0.79 

Next 150 – French securities   

Number of ISPs 56 50 

Average value of trading (€m) 130 176 

Gini coefficient 0.8 0.93 

Other French securities traded 
continuously    

Number of ISPs 71 50 

Average value of trading (€m) 521 361 

Gini coefficient 0.93 0.87 
Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

Market concentration was measured by the Gini coefficient. This statistic measures the ratio of 

the area between the Lorenz curve and the diagonal19 (see Figure 6 for an illustration) to the 

entire area under the diagonal. The closer this coefficient is to 1, the more the market is 

concentrated among a small number of ISPs.  

 

                                                             
19 The Lorenz curve is a graphical representation of the cumulative distribution function of a random variable. It 
is used in economics to measure inequality in the distribution of wealth or degree of concentration in an activity.  
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Figure 6: Lorenz curve: Crosses through the order book for Euronext 100 securities 

 

Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

The business of making trades outside the order book is highly concentrated in a small number 

of intermediaries: on average over the four quarters studied, the top ten ISPs accounted for 87% 

of the aggregate activity across all segments. When we look at the degree of concentration by 

securities category and mode of execution, we observe a high level of concentration for cross 

trades in lower-capitalisation shares (Gini coefficient = 0.93), despite the presence of a large 

number of competitors. This observation can be explained by the varying nature of institutional 

arrangements: some intermediaries match clients’ orders internally on a regular basis, while 

others do so only on an occasional basis in response to requests from their clients. For this 

reason, the number of intermediaries with some involvement in the process is greater for the 

crossing mechanism than for trades reported via TCS.  

The confidentiality that intermediaries insist on prevents us from giving a detailed account of 

market composition in terms of participants. Without revealing their identities, however, we can 

describe trends in their turnover (stability of market share) and their positioning (diversified or 

specialised). It would appear that the ISP sample is not stable over time: market shares for some 

ISPs may vary between 6% and 30% from one quarter to the next during the study period. Logic 

would suggest that the stability resides not in the amount of trading turnover but in the category 

of securities traded, especially where the intermediary itself acts as counterparty. These trades 

tend to be based on long-term client relationships because of ISPs’ fear of trading with informed 
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investors. For this reason, they generally prefer to deal in securities where the informational 

value is clearly identified. They also have to manage the position risk on their inventory: dealing 

in the same securities on a regular basis facilitates inventory management and makes 

repositioning easier. Calculating the Gini coefficient on securities traded, we find moreover that 

concentration is more pronounced in the upstairs market than in crosses (Gini coefficients of 

0.57 versus 0.44 on Euronext 100 shares). This finding is consistent with the fact that the ISPs 

handling crosses are more dependent on their clients’ desiderata than the ISPs in the upstairs 

market. Indeed, the relations between a client and a bank are such that a whole set of 

externalities comes into play (business relations, fee income on transactions other than securities 

trading), and these may compel the intermediary to act as counterparty in trades that do not 

correspond to its preferences in terms of inventory.  

 

In this section we have given an overview of block trading internationally and on the Paris 

market more specifically. For the Paris market, we described the regulatory setting just prior to 

MiFID’s introduction and presented some quantitative characteristics of block trading in the 

recent past.  

The descriptive statistics for block trades in French securities reveal a number of trends:  

• an already existing trend toward fragmentation. Even before the directive came into 

effect, the degree of fragmentation in the Paris market, as represented by block trades made 

outside direct confrontation of supply and demand in the order book, is estimated 

conservatively at between 9% and 13%,20 depending on which securities are considered. On 

this estimate, more than 6% of total market trading value is negotiated and executed on 

the upstairs market (trades reported via TCS).  

 

• a competitive landscape with a high degree of concentration. Structurally, the business 

of the intermediaries operating in the off-order book segments is characteristic of unstable 

oligopolistic competition. On average in the study year, 87% of trades by value were 

executed by just ten ISPs, but turnover in the ranks of the top ten was high, as was volatility 

in market shares. 

 

                                                             
20 Note that this proportion is only the tip of the iceberg, since French securities are also traded in other markets 
such as London. 
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• differentiated use of modes of execution. Whereas trades reported via TCS are made 

mainly in the highest-capitalisation shares and for very large amounts, crosses through the 

order book appear to be more diverse. This result may be attributable to relationships in 

which satisfying the client’s preferences outweighs satisfying the intermediary’s preferences 

in terms of inventory. 
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III. PRICE IMPACTS OF BLOCK TRADES: A STUDY ON   
EURONEXT PARIS 

 

The purpose of this study is to compare the price impacts of block trades carried out using three 

execution methods: through the order book, crossing and off-market. 

 

III.1. Data 

Euronext sends the AMF data on all regulated-market trades to enable the regulator to discharge 

its supervisory duties and detect any market abuse. These data are recorded in the Sesam 

database and grouped into different tables that list transactions21 along with related information, 

including time, price, quantity, initiator code, order direction and execution method, i.e. cross, 

NSC order book or TCS reporting. We consider the NSC database (which contains block orders 

that have been divided up in the form of iceberg orders and crosses) and the TCS database 

(which includes all block trades and out-session trades reported by providers) for the October 

2006 – October 2007 period. We selected a sample of ten French securities that are in the 

Euronext 100 index, were among the most active over the period, and represent all sectors of the 

economy22 (cf. Table 6). 

 

Following the size requirements in the market rules, we selected blocks executed as iceberg 

orders in the order book by setting a minimum consolidated value of €500,000. These 

transactions can be identified in the NSC database by the common trade identifier given to the 

executed portions of the transaction. Since cross trades that pass through the order book are not 

subject to size requirements, we again selected block transactions based on a minimum of 

€500,000. The TCS database does not exclusively contain blocks and also includes data on off-

market trades reported by providers. For this reason, we exclude all transactions below €500,000 

from the sample, as well as out-session trades with specific codes denoting derivatives-related 

                                                             
21 Notably transactions on the NSC cash trading platform for financial instruments, on the LIFFE platform, which 
allows derivatives trading, and all trades recorded through the TCS. 
22 We exclude securities that were the subject of a restructuring event or that were removed from the index 
during the period under examination. 
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operations (delta-neutral trades or option exercises). We also eliminated any trade that was the 

subject of a cancellation request. 

As a result, over the period in question, we selected 242,412 trades with a total value of 

€313 billion. Of these, 231,774 were block transactions executed as icebergs on the NSC 

(consolidated number), 7,587 were upstairs trades, and 3,051 were crosses. 

 

Table 6: Descriptive statistics of the Euronext 100 sample 

The following table summarises the characteristics of the selected sample for the October 2006 -
October 2007 period. The securities in the sample are the most active French securities in the 

Euronext 100. 

 Trades                             Value (€ million) 

 Number of 
trades 

% of total Total % of 
total 

Average 
trade 

Buy 120,517 49.7 137,019 43.7 1.13 

Sell 111,257 45.8 129,275 41.3 1.16 

 
NSC 

Total 231,774 95.6 266,294 85 1.14 

Buy 3,998 1.6 15,056 4.8 3.76 

Sell 3,589 1.5 19,593 6.2 5.46 TCS 

Total 7,587 3.2 34,649 11 4.56 

Buy 1,597 0.6 6,383 2 3.99 

Sell 1451 0.6 6,133 2 4.23 Cross 

Total 3,051 1.2 12,516 4 4.10 

Total  242,412 100 313,459 100 1.29 
Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

The sample reveals a significant level of fragmentation, with around 15% of total trading value 

executed outside the central order book, some 10% via TCS and 4% in crosses through the order 

book. On average, block trades tend to be larger when they are executed off-market 

(€4.5 million, compared with €4.1 million for crosses and €1.15 million for icebergs). 

When all three methods are combined, block purchases involve more trades for a smaller 

execution value than block sales. An explanation for this may lie with the hypothesis that 

purchases have higher information content than sales. This situation is reflected in greater 
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exposure to parasitic trading23 on the NSC (see illustration in Annex 2) and in the difficulties in 

persuading TCS intermediaries that a large purchase is not prompted by a desire to exploit a 

private signal, which could create an incentive to heavily fragment stock purchases. 

 

III.2. Methodology 
 

Earlier research (cf. Section II) measured the impact of block trades on changes in asset prices. 

This work had a twofold aim:  

• to compare implicit transaction costs across different execution methods;  

 
• to assess the information value of block trades by isolating permanent and temporary 

price effects and so identify the preferences and distribution of informed and uninformed 

investors.  

 

A few of these studies focussed particularly on the Paris Exchange (Riva 2000, Bessembinder and 

Venkataraman 2003).  

 

By proposing a similar methodology, this study will seek to build on the conclusions of these 

papers by: 

• updating the market data24 to the immediate pre-MiFID period; 

 
• including cross trades that pass through the order book, since these are as important to 

block trading as iceberg orders or upstairs trades; 

 
• setting these results against the new market rules introduced post-MiFID with a view to 

understanding the mechanisms underlying market fragmentation in Europe. 

 

A large order will theoretically be executed at a less favourable price than a smaller order for the 

order initiator to reflect inventory repositioning, counterparty search costs, premiums to 

                                                             
23 Parasitic traders are investors whose strategies consist in using price and time priorities in the order book to 
profit from block trades.  
24 These earlier studies use SBF data from 1996 (Riva) and 1997/1998 (Bessimbinder and Venkhataraman), i.e. 
before the pan-European exchange was established. 
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compensate for informational asymmetry, and the time needed for the market to absorb the 

order. These distribution and liquidity effects are classified as short-term or temporary effects 

because they do not affect asset prices in the long run. A permanent effect is a long-term shock 

following a block trade. For example, a block purchase may cause prices to rise and remain 

above pre-trade levels owing to the arrival of new information or an expert opinion expressed in 

the trade. The information content of the block can be gauged by comparing equilibrium 

changes connected with the trade, i.e. by comparing the ex post market price, after stripping out 

transitional effects and once the market has stabilised, and the ex ante market price, which will 

capture the time taken to execute the block and any information leakage. Transitional effects 

attributable to liquidity distortion effects and to the time required for the market to absorb the 

block, meanwhile, are measured by comparing the block trade price, including implicit 

commissions earned by the intermediary in the case of a transaction negotiated at a less 

favourable price than the prevailing market price, and the prevailing market price once all the 

information contained in the block has been absorbed. 
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Here is a simplified illustration of these elements in the context of a block purchase: 

 

Negotiations for a block purchase begin when the market price is at €4.50. During this period, 

information leakage about the trade leads to a reaction by the market, which starts to build the 

information into prices, pushing them up to €5 just before the buy order is actually executed. The 

block is executed at €6.80, which is an unfavourable price relative to market conditions and 

reflects execution delays and costs associated with transactions reported in the TCS or in crosses 

recorded by the intermediary, or the time taken for each portion of the block to be absorbed on 

the NSC25. Once the block has been executed, the remaining information content is incorporated 

into the market price, with some noise caused by the transitional volatility associated with 

absorption of the block, which diminishes gradually until the equilibrium price is reached. 

 

In this example, the permanent effect is measured by comparing the change in prevailing market 

prices once the market has stabilised: 5.40 – 4.50 = 0.90. The temporary effect is calculated by 

comparing the block price, which includes costs associated with the temporary liquidity effects 

described above, with the effective equilibrium price that incorporates the new information: 6.80 

– 5.40 = 1.40. The total effect measures the block’s overall market impact and implicit execution 

costs for the block: 6.80 – 4.50 = 2.30. 

                                                             
25 In the Sesam database, prices for orders that have been sliced up in the order book are calculated based on 
the weighted average execution price for each portion, which generally results in an unfavourable calculated 
price (higher for a buy order and lower for a sell order) relative to the price of the first portion entered in the 
order book. 

PA PB PF          t PL

4.50€ 

      5€

6.80€

5.40€

Price 
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The following prices are thus extracted for each transaction:  

PB : the price at which the block trade was executed  

PL: the prevailing price on the NSC just before the block trade 

PA: the prevailing price on the NSC sufficiently before the block trade to capture possible 

information leakage linked to the time taken to carry out the trade. 

PF : the prevailing price on the NSC sufficiently after the block trade to allow the market to 

absorb the trade and to allow changes in expectations to feed fully into prices. 

 

Temporary effects can be used to isolate the price impacts of a block transaction that are not 

linked to changes in investors’ expectations about the value of an asset.  

 

• Temporary effect: Etemp = ln(PB) – ln(PF) 

 

Permanent effects can be used to determine the information content of a block trade, i.e. lasting 

changes in prices once transitional effects have been stripped out. While these effects are 

intuitively observable after the block trade, they may also appear prior to execution owing to 

leakage as part of the process of locating counterparties. Block trades require an implementation 

period between initiation and completion, and this may lead the market to react before they are 

fully executed. In other words, when calculating permanent effects, it is necessary to consider 

pre-trade as well as post-trade long-term price effects. 

 

• Permanent effect: Eperm = ln(PF) – ln(PA) 

 

Consolidated transaction costs will thus be the sum of the effects resulting from trade absorption 

mechanisms and from the use of private signals that change expectations about true asset 

values. 

• Total effect: Etotal = Eperm + Etemp 

Ceteris paribus: Etotal  = ln(PB) – ln(PA) 
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We examined three types of prices, occurring before (PA) and after (PF) block trades:  

• effective prices two hours before and after block transactions;  

• the two-hour period makes it possible to capture publication delays for block trades 

outside the central order book, which go up to 120 minutes for an Agent/Principal 

block trade exceeding 5 NBA; 

• opening auctions on the days preceding and following block trades; 

• closing auctions on the days preceding and following block trades. 

 

These values are used to create three time windows for calculating price effects (cf. Figure 7): a 

short-term window (+/- 2 hours), a medium-term window (closing auction on D-1/opening 

auction on D+1) and a long-term window (opening auction on D-1 and closing auction on D+1). 

We want to select the most relevant window, i.e. the one that is large enough for temporary 

effects to be eliminated and for prices to stabilise. 

Figure 7: Time windows used to calculate effects. 

 

  

                            AP                                                                  FP  

 

Permanent and temporary effects must be calculated over a period that captures 

leakage effects, publication delays, rebalancing of inventory by intermediaries and 

stabilisation of the market around a new price consensus. The results were tested 

using the three time windows. 
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III.3. Results and interpretation 

 

III.3.1. General results 

The effects listed in Table 7 were calculated using the largest time window (PA =OJ-1  et PF = FJ+1). 

Before MiFID, the market rules on transparency gave intermediaries a maximum of two hours to 

report certain block trades on the TCS (own account/client trade over 5 NBA). However, blocks 

that were traded at the end of the day, whose time stamp showed a time outside trading hours 

because of the authorised publication delay, could be reported at opening the next day. There 

are many such transactions (cf. Figure 8) because they include trades that could not be 

executed off the Paris exchange over the course of the day (e.g. on SEAQ-I) or that were 

intended for execution at the last trading price. The closing price on the day after the trade thus 

seems best able to capture all the ex post effects of a block trade. 
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Figure 826 

 

              Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

Selecting a pre-trade price is trickier insofar as this entails assessing the maximum time that it 

may take to negotiate a trade from the moment when the investor reveals his intentions to his 

intermediary to the point at which the transaction is reported. Negotiation is an important and 

potentially lengthy phase. The skilful intermediary will assemble a group of possible 

counterparties without revealing his trading intentions until after his partners have made a firm 

commitment. By convention, we assume that intermediaries set a maximum tradable amount of 

10% of the average daily turnover27 in the share. Because a substantial fraction of the trades in 

our sample exceed this threshold, the opening price on the day preceding the trade seems best 

able to capture all the possible leakage effects. The similarity of the findings with previous 

research and the significance tests on the three sets of prices appear to confirm this as the most 

appropriate selection. 

                                                             
26 Listed equities are continuously traded on Euronext from 9:00 am to 5:30 pm. 
27 The author thanks Jean Pierre Pinatton, chairman of the supervisory board of Oddo et Cie, for these rules of 
thumb. 
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Table 7: Price impacts of block trades 

Average price impacts relating to liquidity (temporary effects) and information (permanent 
effects) are measured by separating the three execution modes available for block trades on 
Euronext, i.e. through the central order book (NSC), crossing or off-market (TCS). The 
calculations are made for the ten most active shares in the Euronext 100 over the October 2006-
October 2007 period. The results are organised into quintiles (in terms of trading value) and 
distinguish buy and sell blocks. Effects are adjusted based on the differential calculated between 
the daily return on the stock and the daily return on the Euronext 100. 

Trading value, 
by quintile 

 Temporary effect 
Etemp 

Permanent effect 
Eperm 

Total effect 
Etotal 

Panel 1: Buy 
Q5 TCS 0.0004 0,0092a 0.0096a 
 Cross -0.0002 0.0099 0.0097a 
 NSC -0,0002b 0.0176a 0.0174a 
Q4 TCS 0.0004 0.0090a 0.0094a 
 Cross 0.0004 0.0098 0.0102a 
 NSC -0.0003b 0.0180a 0.0177a 
Q3 TCS -0.0008c 0.0100a 0.0092a 
 Cross -0.0007 0.0107c 0.0100a 
 NSC -0.0004a 0.0170a 0.0166a 
Q2 TCS -0.0005 0.0092a 0.0087a 
 Cross 0.0008 0.0091 0.0099a 
 NSC 0.0001b 0.0150a 0.0151a 
Q1 TCS -0.0005c 0.0078a 0.0073a 
 Cross -0.0011 0.0115b 0.0104a 
 NSC 0.0002b 0.0177a 0.0179a 
Total TCS -0.0003c 0.009 a 0.0087a 
 Cross -0.0002 0.0102c 0.0100a 
 NSC -0.0001b 0.0176a 0.0175a 
Panel 2: Sell 
Q5 TCS -0.0016 -0.0070 -0.0086c 
 Cross -0.0029a -0.0099a -0.0128a 
 NSC -0.0121a 0.0057a -0.0064a 
Q4 TCS -0.0020c -0.0070a -0.009a  
 Cross -0.0010b -0.0061c -0.0071a 
 NSC -0.0029a -0.0049a -0.0078a 
Q3 TCS -0.0009b -0.0070a -0.0079a 
 Cross -0.0012b -0.0089c -0.0101a 
 NSC -0.0002b -0.0123a -0.0125a 
Q2 TCS -0.0029a -0.0071a -0.0100a 
 Cross -0.0013b -0.0108c -0.0121a 
 NSC 0.0007a -0.0211a -0.0204a 
Q1 TCS -0.0016a -0.0066a -0.0082a 
 Cross -0.0003b -0.0081c -0.0084a 
 NSC 0.0069a -0.0386a -0.0317a 
Total TCS -0.0018a -0.0070a -0.0088a 
 Cross -0.0014b -0.0088c -0.0102a 
 NSC -0.0014a -0.0142a -0.0156a 
Significantly different from zero at a level of: a: 1%, b: 5%, c: 10% 
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Trades reported on the TCS have lower overall transaction costs compared with other execution 

methods (half of those on the NSC) despite exhibiting higher temporary effects, which reflect the 

need to compensate intermediaries for the specific services that they provide with this execution 

mode, namely assembling a pool of counterparties for accelerated block building or trading from 

their own inventory in the case of a bought deal. This finding squares with the fact that the 

upstairs approach is seen as an effective way for intermediaries to identify investors and to select 

only trades aimed at supplying or obtaining liquidity. Indeed, investors seeking to trade purely 

for liquidity reasons may send a credible signal of their intentions in the context of non-

anonymous bilateral relations. They can establish long-term business flows with intermediaries, 

making it possible to lower the risk premium required by intermediaries and customise 

transaction negotiations (in terms of price, counterparty and execution procedure).  

 

The high level of permanent effects in trades that are entered piecewise in the order book (NSC) 

is evidence that informed investors prefer this matching approach. In a non-anonymous universe, 

intermediaries can identify their counterparty and its reasons for trading. They can therefore 

apply high risk premiums if that party is unable to prove that it is present solely for liquidity-

related reasons. To avoid these risk premiums and to protect their information from being leaked 

in the counterparty search process, informed investors will prefer to execute their blocks as 

iceberg orders in the order book. In return, they open themselves up to parasitic trading (i.e. 

investors who use the order book’s priority rules28 to take advantage of price movements by 

anticipating future orders and who increase trade volatility) and agree to delay execution for as 

long as it takes for the order book to absorb each portion of the block at the requested price. 

Thus, while informed investors have to bear higher transaction costs on the NSC compared with 

trades reported in the TCS, these costs would probably be even higher if they chose to route their 

orders through the upstairs market.  

 

Crosses are somewhere in between. Their information content (i.e. the permanent effect) is 

slightly higher than the content found for transactions negotiated in the upstairs market, but is 

well below levels seen with blocks routed through the order book. Temporary effects are weak, 

on a par with those recorded on the NSC for sales and between those seen on the NSC and the 

                                                             
28 This should not be confused with the practice, which counts as market abuse, where an intermediary steps in 
front of its client by taking a position before executing its client’s orders. 
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TCS for purchases. Since these are internal trades that involve only the intermediary and its own 

clients, crosses exclude the counterparty search costs associated with upstairs trades. However, 

these trades do entail costs to compensate position risks taken on in transactions for own 

account, which require the intermediary to have sufficient inventory. This last factor and the 

inelasticity of demand curves may explain why purchases exhibit higher temporary effects than 

those recorded on the NSC, a fact that does not hold for sales. 

 

Combining all execution methods, purchases display a higher permanent effect than sales, which 

corroborates the notion that they have a larger information content. Furthermore, the difference 

in total transaction costs between the TCS and NSC is greater for buy trades than for sell trades. 

This result shows that informed investors are screened out of the TCS. Uninformed buyers thus 

benefit from greater gains than uninformed sellers by conducting their transactions in the 

upstairs market. 

 

III.3.2. Components of the permanent effect 

We defined permanent effects as representing changes in expectations concerning the true value 

of securities. Building the information provided by these trades into prices is a two-stage process. 

Before execution, the delays introduced by the block trade increase the risks of revealing the 

strategy to the investment community. In the TCS system, intermediaries that are approached, 

when they do not act as counterparties themselves, must form a pool of liquidity that will allow 

the block to be executed. Parties that are contacted but decline the offer may position 

themselves as free riders to take advantage of information obtained pre-execution. Once 

execution is complete, the market responds to the informational signal and builds the new 

expectations into prices. The measurement and analysis of permanent effects can thus be refined 

by isolating these two effects. This type of decomposition is particularly useful in the case of 

executions that involve an internal (cross trades) or external (counterparty search) negotiation 

procedure that may result in leakage prior to the transaction. It is less well suited to block trades 

whose orders have been divided up in the order book. For obvious reasons associated with time-

stamping and piecewise execution, leakage effects (when investors who are monitoring trading 

spot the block before it has been fully executed) and ex post effects (when the market begins to 

respond and to incorporate the new price signals), tend to become mixed up. 
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We measured the components of permanent effects in TCS transactions and cross trades:  

 
• Leakage effect (pre-execution): Elenk = ln(PL) – (PA)

29 

• Post-trade effect: Epost = ln(PF) – Ln(PL) 

With Epost + Elenk = Eperm 

Table 8: Permanent effects (TCS and cross trades) 

This table gives a decomposition of permanent effects in TCS transactions and cross trades for 
sample securities over the October 2006 - October 2007 period. Leakage effects are linked to the 
execution time needed for large trades. Post-trade effects reflect the incorporation into market 
prices of the informational signal contained in the block trade. Results are organised into 
quintiles (in terms of exchanged quantity) and distinguish buy and sell blocks. The effects are 
adjusted based on the differential calculated between the daily return on the stock and the daily 
return on the Euronext 100. 

Trading 
value, by 
quintile 

 Leakage effect 

leakE  
Post-trade effect 

postE  
Total permanent 

effect 

permE  

Panel 1: Buy 
Q5 TCS 0.0096 a -0.0004 0.0092a 
 Cross 0.0095 a 0.0004 0.0099 
Q4 TCS 0.0091 a -0.0001 0.0090a 
 Cross 0.0099 a -0.0001 0.0098a 
Q3 TCS 0.0095 a 0.0005 b 0.0100 
 Cross 0.0097 a 0.0010 c 0.0107a 
Q2 TCS 0.0086 a 0.0006 c 0.0092a 
 Cross 0.0098 a -0.0007 0.0091c 
Q1 TCS 0.0070 a 0.0008 c 0.0078a 
 Cross 0.0102 a 0.0013 b 0.0115a 
Total TCS 0.0088 a 0.0002 c 0.0090 
 Cross 0.0098 a 0.0004 c 0.0102a 
Panel 2: Sell 
Q5 TCS -0.0079 a 0.0009 -0.0070 
 Cross -0.0126 a 0.0027 -0.0099a 
Q4 TCS -0.0088 a 0.0018 c -0.0070a 
 Cross -0.007 a 0.0009 c -0.0061a 
Q3 TCS -0.0078 a 0.0008 b -0.0070c 
 Cross -0.0099 a 0.001 -0.0089a 
Q2 TCS -0.0089 a 0.0018 -0.0071a 
 Cross -0.012 a 0.0012 c -0.0108c 
Q1 TCS -0.008 a 0.0014 -0.0066a 
 Cross -0.0083 a 0.0002 -0.0081a 
Total TCS -0.0082 a 0.0012 -0.0070c 
 Cross -0.0099 a  0.0011 b -0.0088a 
Significantly different from zero at a level of: a: 1%, b: 5%, c: 10% 

                                                             

29 With LP : prevailing price on the NSC just before the block trade. 
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At first glance, the results (cf. Table 8) are counter-intuitive. Although cross trades provide a 

stronger overall informational signal than blocks reported in the TCS, we might expect leakage 

effects to be smaller, since these trades are negotiated internally. Yet in both sell and buy 

transactions, cross trades show a high reading for the pre-transaction component of the 

permanent effect. This may be because intermediaries carrying out crosses in which they act as 

counterparties (client-principal trades) start by looking for counterparties in the TCS, fail to find 

offers that match their expectations and opt to settle the transaction internally. However, the 

low proportion of client-principal cross trades compared with client-principal trades reported in 

the TCS (cf. Figure 9) forces us to look for an additional explanation. 

 

Figure 9 

 

Source: Calculations by the author on the AMF Sesam database 

 

Another explanation may lie with the nature of relations between intermediaries and investors 

and their desire to avoid revealing orders to the rest of the market. The lack of liquidity and 

potential counterparties that characterises the proprietary order flow of an intermediary (client 

and own account flows combined) relative to the order book and the upstairs market may result 

in several types of constraint: 
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• greater difficulty in matching the interests of two clients in a cross trade, which tends 

to increase negotiation and execution delays and hence the likelihood of leakage; 

• additional inventory risk for an intermediary trading for its own account in a cross 

trade; 

• a general incentive for the intermediary to trade to bring the spread into line with the 

desires of its client/clients, since crosses are subject to price interval constraints that 

reduce the room for negotiation. This type of approach is likely to see limited use, 

however, insofar as it could look like price manipulation. 

 

Overall, even if leakage effects are surprisingly high in cross trades, they remain low compared 

with leakage in the TCS system. Whereas in the TCS, 98% of the information content (permanent 

effect) of a block trade is built into prices before the trade goes ahead, on average just 65% of 

the content is incorporated into prices before a cross.30 

 

In the case of buy trades, leakage effects appear to correlate with size, a fact that holds for 

crosses and for trades reported in the TCS, with the highest-value transactions showing the 

largest effects. Sell trades paint a less clear-cut picture. This may be because buy trades offer a 

stronger informational signal, making intermediaries more likely to position themselves as free 

riders to profit from this type of trade. 

 

We can use these results to create a detailed profile of the motivations and preferences of block 

trade initiators on the Paris exchange pre-November 2007, as well as of implicit transaction costs, 

evidenced as price impacts that arise despite the presence of execution modes tailored to 

different requirements.  

 

• Investors wishing to act on a private signal will be more inclined to trade anonymously 

within the order book, to avoid risk premiums for information asymmetries if they deal 

on margin with an intermediary. Moreover, the massive presence of uninformed 

investors and free options in the form of limit orders in the order book mean that they 
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can take full advantage of their information. However, because of the order book’s 

transparency on latent demand, they are exposed to the risk of parasitic trading. They 

also have to contend with a strong market impact as prices respond to the 

informational signal transmitted directly to the market (high permanent effect). 

 

• Investors wishing to initiate block orders for liquidity reasons will prefer the non-

anonymous relations of the upstairs market. The long-term relations that they have 

built up with intermediaries mean they enjoy low risk premiums. By contrast, they are 

exposed to heavy processing costs generated by the counterparty search process and 

associated leakage effects and by the need to reposition their inventories.  

 

• Block trades initiated through crosses lie somewhere in the middle. Investors who 

prefer this mode are more informed than those trading in the upstairs market, but 

permanent effects still remain well below those recorded in NSC. However, temporary 

effects are weaker than in the TCS system, approaching those recorded in the order 

book. These investors seem to be motivated by concerns relating to internal relations 

with the intermediary and by their desire to make substantial savings in transaction 

costs without running the risk of revealing their strategy to the market or to other 

intermediaries. As a corollary, this type of investor accepts a reduced pool of potential 

counterparties, which consist, in this kind of trade, of the own accounts of the 

intermediary and its other clients. 

 

The presence of investors with heterogeneous preferences entirely explains the fragmentation 

of block orders on the Paris exchange. But will the diversity and complementarity of these 

execution modes be enough to maintain order flows managed by the market operator 

following the introduction of MiFID? Setting these results against regulatory changes and the 

market models developed by new entrants may indicate possible trends for fragmentation 

going forward. 
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III.4. Discussion of MiFID 

 

MiFID caused the order centralisation rule to be lifted and gave participants the freedom to 

decide which structure best suits their requirements. What new initiatives have arisen as a result 

of this regulatory change? How are these competing with the solutions already on offer for Paris-

listed securities, and how can we expect market infrastructure to change? 

 

III.4.1. A new regulatory framework 

 

For investors, particularly initiators of block trades, the new regulations have led to two major 

changes:  

• modification of the rules for existing execution methods (TCS, crosses and iceberg 

orders) concerning transparency and the latitude afforded in price discovery; 

• emergence of new trading venues, known as systematic internalisers and multilateral 

trading facilities, that operate alongside the execution modes that were available pre-

MiFID.  

 

In one of the first changes to the regulatory framework, the definition of what constituted a 

block trade was modified. Whereas the old Euronext market rules (and TCS reporting procedures) 

were based on a static classification (according to NMS and the index), MiFID introduced a 

classification using dynamic thresholds based on average daily turnover (ADT) in the stock. 

 

Table 9: Large order relative to NMS (€) 

Classification 

according to 

ADT  

ADT<500 

000 

500,000 

•ADT< 

1,000,000 

1,000,000 

•ADT< 

25,000,000 

25,000,000 

•ADT< 

50,000,000 

50,000,000• 

ADT 

 

Minimum size 

for a large 

order  

50,000 100,000 250,000 400,000 500,000 

Source: http://mifiddatabase.cesr.eu/ 
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This new method of classifying large trades has had little impact on high-capitalisation stocks.  

Taking the example of Vallourec, which is one of the stocks in the sample, under the old market 

rules transactions counted as block transactions if the amount traded exceeded €500,000, owing 

to the stock’s inclusion in the Euronext 100 index. The new regulations require classification 

based on ADT. At 31 December 200731, the stock had ADT of €147,561,557, giving a minimum 

size requirement of €500,000 for a large order. In other words, the selection criteria applied to 

the sample analysed pre-MiFID are still relevant post-MiFID. 

 

The key change brought about by MiFID is that it introduced competition to market trading 

functions that were previously, as on Euronext, based on the principle of order centralisation. 

With TCS and crosses, it was previously possible to carry out transactions that were negotiated 

outside the order book’s multilateral matching system, but only as part of an ensemble managed 

by the same market operator. MiFID made trading functions independent, allowing 

intermediaries and new entrants to reconfigure them as part of open multilateral systems, i.e. 

multilateral trading facilities (MTF)32, or within the proprietary systems of individual investment 

banks acting as counterparty to their own customers on a regular and organised basis, a process 

known as systematic internalisation (IS). The new options were accompanied by a raft of 

transparency and best execution rules33 intended to preserve market integrity and cohesion while 

accommodating the peculiarities of certain transactions. 

 

Have the pre-existing execution methods been changed?  

• Block cross trades can still be passed through the order book. They are classified as 

negotiated transactions 34  and are subject to slightly less restrictive price constraints, 

because Euronext’s new harmonised rules allow the best limits on the market in the 

                                                             
31 See http://mifiddatabase.cesr.eu/ for updated ADTs. 
32 "A multilateral trading facility is a system that, while not having regulated market status, brings together 
multiple third-party buying and selling interests in financial instruments – in the system and in accordance with 
non-discretionary rules – in a way that results in transactions in these instruments." Order No. 2007-544 of 12 
April 2007, Art. 3 Official Journal of 13 April 2007, Article L424-1. 
33 For further details, see L. Grillet-Aubert and N. Oriol "Equity market strategies: overview, policy issues and 
outlook", Economic and Financial Newsletter, Autorité des Marchés Financiers, Autumn 2007. 
34 “A transaction involving members or participants of a regulated market or an MTF which is negotiated 
privately but executed within the regulated market or MTF.” 
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authorised trading interval35 to be taken into account (before, prices had to be within the 

spread, and boundaries were excluded).  

 

• Execution constraints on prices (max. 5% on either side of the prevailing spread on the 

central market) were also lifted for trades reported in the TCS, providing block initiators 

and intermediaries with a reporting procedure on the regulated market as well as total 

negotiating freedom36. 

 

• Delays for post-trade reporting of block transactions carried out in the upstairs market for 

an intermediary’s own account are longer (60 minutes to three days) than those in effect 

on the Paris exchange (and hence in the TCS system) before the directive was introduced. 

However, the requirements to qualify for these arrangements have been tightened up37. For 

example, in the case of the securities in our sample (ADT> €50,000,000), to qualify for the 

extended deadlines, the trade must be equal either to 10% of ADT (for Vallourec, that 

would mean a minimum of 14.7 NBA), or €7,500,000 (i.e. 15 NBA, compared with the 5 

NBA required pre-MiFID for Euronext 100 stocks).  

 

• The rules on pre-trade transparency require latent demand to be disclosed to all European 

trading systems covered by the directive. However, some exceptions are allowed. For 

alternative systems and regulated markets, the following are exempt: 1/ trading systems 

where the price is determined in accordance with a reference price provided by another 

system where that price is widely published, 2/ negotiated transactions that are made at 

the boundaries of or within the current weighted spread, and 3/ large orders. For 

systematic internalisers, an exception is provided for non-liquid shares38. Thus, trades 

reported in the TCS system and crosses are still exempt from publicly disclosing latent 

demand. 

                                                             
35  Euronext, Book I, Chapter 4, Section 4, edition of 1 July 2008 
[http://www.euronext.com/fic/000/035/743/357439.pdf] 
36 Subject to checks for compliance with market rules by Euronext. 
37 See Commission Regulation 1287-2006 of 10 August 2006, Annex 2, Table 4. 
38 At 01/07/08, 121 French stocks, including all those in the sample, were considered to be liquid. 
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III.4.2. New competitive initiatives 

 

The regulatory changes have spurred the emergence of new execution modes, some of which 

have been proposed by new entrants, and others by market operators. Six months on from the 

introduction of the directive, the competitive landscape for securities trading platforms has 

already changed considerably but still has a long way to go before it reaches maturity. While 

some of the first competitors are already beginning to gain momentum (Chi-X), other large-scale 

projects, such as Turquoise and SmartPool, are still in the pre-launch phase.  

 

These new initiatives differ on a range of counts. In the first place, the new entrants have to 

decide what type of order flows they want to deal in. Under MiFID, systems may be proprietary 

and execute client orders on own account (IS) or they may be open and facilitate the bringing 

together of buying and selling interests (MTF). Systems also vary in terms of their governance 

structures, which may involve banks, investment firms or market operators. They may structure 

the execution methods that they offer around bilateral dealings (i.e. face to face) or multilateral 

dealings (in the order book) organised on a periodic or continuous basis. Prices may result from a 

discovery process or be simply based on prices imported from another trading system. The target 

client group may be on the sell-side (banks and investment firms) and/or on the buy-side 

(investment funds, insurers). Transparency may also be a factor that differentiates these systems, 

with some, such as dark pools, specialising in trades that qualify for exemptions on pre- and 

post-trade disclosure (imported prices or large trades). 

 

This diversity is reflected in the wide range of market models that have been developed and that 

are currently operating. As regards MTFs, investment banks and brokers were among the first to 

take advantage of the new opportunities opened up by MiFID: 

 

• Chi-X, an order-driven structure owned by Instinet, boasts an outstanding IT infrastructure 

that enables optimised execution speeds and an aggressive pricing policy. By offering 

continuous trading across an increasingly broad panel of securities and the option of 

placing limit, iceberg, mid peg and primary peg orders, this platform is attracting more and 
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more liquidity, and its market share, estimated at around 2% of all European exchanges39, 

continues to rise. Revenues were up +78% over the first two quarters of 2008.  

 

• Tradegate, which is technically partnered with Cortal Consors, a broker, is a platform that 

specialises in individual investors. It benefits from synergies with the broker: by taking the 

“best market” option, Cortal clients are guaranteed best execution between Euronext and 

Tradegate. The platform’s extensive trading hours (8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) also give it 

appeal. Tradegate currently attracts around 10% of flows picked up by Cortal. 

 

• EuroMillennium, which was launched in March 2008, specialises in large-value transactions 

that are negotiated based on prices imported from the reference market (which therefore 

qualify for transparency exemptions). The platform offers buy-side and sell-side 

institutional investors complete anonymity and minimum market impact. For now 

EuroMillennium trades only in London stocks, but it is expected to extend its services to 

Euronext stocks by the end of 2008.  

 

• Liquidnet Europe, which was launched in 2002, initially traded London stocks. It is a dark 

pool specialising in block transactions and is exclusively reserved for the buy-side. Like 

EuroMillennium, Liquidnet Europe offers complete anonymity for initiators of block trades 

and minimum market impact.  

 

The landscape is set to change considerably between now and 2009 as other initiatives are 

launched. Some of these represent market operators’ ripostes to the new competition. Euronext 

has teamed up with BNP-Paribas and HSBC and plans to deploy its new platform, SmartPool, in 

September 2008. It hopes to attract small and large negotiated trades and will use an imported-

price mechanism to qualify for transparency exemptions. The London Stock Exchange has 

announced that it is working with Lehman Brothers, an investment bank, to launch Baikal, a 

dark pool specialising in large trades. The Berlin Stock Exchange, which owns Equiduct, is 

counting on pricing differentiation (no commissions on partial execution) and the trading 

guarantees provided by its a volume-weighted best bid and offer (VBBO) approach to win market 

share. Forthcoming initiatives by investment banks and brokers will seek to capitalise on the 

experiences of the earliest entrants to identify the most profitable niche. For example, Sweden’s 
                                                             
39 Source: Equinox Consulting, March 2007 
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largest investment banks recently joined forces to work on Burgundy, a project that will aim to 

compete directly with Nasdaq-OMX on Nordic stocks starting in the first half of 2009. There is 

also the eagerly awaited Turquoise, a platform with a hybrid model that is counting on service 

diversification to win over customers. Turquoise will offer totally transparent trading in an order 

book as well as a segment for bilateral trading in a dark pool environment, along with 

competitively priced post-trade services (EuroCCP).  

 

There have been fewer initiatives in systematic internalisation. To date, just a dozen or so 

European institutions  – and none from France – (cf. Table 10) have opted for this status. It 

should be noted that all of them except ABN Amro actually operated as systematic internalisers 

before MiFID created an official regulatory framework for this category. There are several 

possible reasons for the slow start in this area. First, amid the financial crisis, banks have found 

it hard to systematically mobilise their already weakened capital. Second, while intermediaries 

can easily pool resources and expertise to launch an MTF, they have to bear all the investments 

associated with establishing an order internalisation system. Third, on 1 November 2007, 

Euronext, aware that it could lose part of its order flows to the new systems, began offering an 

internal matching service that is totally integrated into its execution platform. Subscribing 

members get priority in matching buy and sell orders, so benefiting from the liquidity of the 

central order book and saving on the cost of building an IT system for order execution. 
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Table 10: List of authorised systematic internalisers in Europe at 09/07/2008 

Name Regulator Country 

ABN AMRO (London Branch) NL AFM Netherlands 

Danske Bank Finanstilsynet Denmark 

Deutsche Bank 
Aktiengesellschaft, 

Frankfurt/Main, Germany 
BaFin Germany 

Deutsche Bank 
Aktiengesellschaft, London 
Branch, United Kingdom 

BaFin Germany 

Lehman Brothers 
International Europe 

FSA Great Britain 

Nordea Bank Danmark A/S Finanstilsynet Denmark 

Citigroup Global Markets 
Limited FSA Great Britain 

Citigroup Global Markets 
U.K. Equity Limited FSA Great Britain 

UBS Ltd FSA Great Britain 

UBS AG (London Branch) FSA Great Britain 

Credit Suisse Securities 
Europe Ltd FSA Great Britain 

 Source: http://mifiddatabase.cesr.eu 

 

Despite the flurry of competitive initiatives, the possibilities created by the introduction of 

competition to trading functions are far from exhausted. This lack of visibility has raised 

questions about how European markets will look once they stabilise. Dark pools are the subject 

of particularly fierce debate, with some viewing them as an opportunity and others as a threat. 

What overall projections can we propose at this stage? 

 

III.4.3. Viability of dark pools and possible effects of fragmentation 

 

Dark pools are crossing networks or electronic order books specialising in transactions that 

qualify for the maximum opacity in terms of pre-trade transparency, i.e. in terms of both 

participant anonymity and disclosure of latent demand. Most of them (the crossing systems) 

trade using imported prices, generally at the midpoint of the prevailing spread on the reference 
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market. They can thus be used to execute large orders without market impact, at a highly 

competitive price and without any information leakage. However, to be operational, they have to 

reach a critical level of liquidity, since their complete disconnection from the market implies a 

high probability of non-execution in the event that a small number of counterparties is present 

(see Annex 3, Example of pricing on Xetra XXL). 

 

The real challenge is to determine the risks of degradation for the price discovery process and for 

the consolidated depth of traded securities, both of which are essential components of market 

liquidity. The first risk will depend on how informed initiators of block trades route their business. 

If informed investors decide to route large orders to dark pools and to execute at the midpoint of 

the spread to gain maximum opacity and avoid any impact on prices, the information content of 

their orders will not be sent to the market, which will prevent agents from revising their 

expectations about intrinsic asset values. Consolidated depth, meanwhile, depends on the ability 

of investors to access all latent supply and demand in a security. But if initiators of block trades 

have an incentive to route their orders to a system where latent demand is not expressed 

publicly, the number of counterparties available across the whole market, i.e. the consolidated 

depth of the security, will be automatically reduced. This effect will be made more negative if the 

new opaque trading platforms cream-skim, i.e. specifically attract uninformed investors. This 

would reduce the number of free options in the form of limit orders on the central market and 

hence the incentive to publicly reveal information or expert opinion on the market. 

 

Faced with the regulatory changes and new offerings, how are the investors for whom we have 

identified pre-MiFID preferences and sources of dissatisfaction (exposure to parasitic trading, 

heavy counterparty search costs) likely to position themselves? The viability and growth of dark 

pools depend on their ability to address the areas where other matching methods disappoint 

initiators of block trades. The study shows that while informed investors prefer to divide up their 

orders in the NSC rather than trade upstairs, they are nevertheless exposed to parasitic trading 

and a high market impact. Meanwhile, those who initiate block trades for liquidity reasons prefer 

trading off-market or by means of crosses, because this enables them to clearly indicate their 

intentions and minimise information asymmetries. But those trading upstairs have to pay high 

intermediation commissions and both upstairs and cross trades carry a higher risk of leakage.  
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Investors that are in the market for liquidity reasons are reluctant to route their orders to dark 

pools because of the risks of non-execution. The dark pools have yet to attain the critical 

liquidity levels that will allow them to offer a probability of execution equivalent to that on the 

main conventional markets. Furthermore, the study demonstrated the propensity of these 

investors to favour long-term non-anonymous relations with intermediaries to avoid the risks 

associated with information asymmetries. Although they can offer an attractive market model 

from the perspective of transaction costs, dark pools cannot screen informed investors as 

effectively as systems where relations are non-anonymous. There is therefore a major risk of 

encountering a counterparty that is seeking to use private information, which considerably 

increases the opportunity cost and erodes liquidity (Brockman and Chung 2000). Participants 

are especially wary of two types of dark pool:  

 

• Darks pools that offer access to both buy-side and sell-side members. Since sell-side 

members are reckoned to be better informed, buy-side investors are particularly reluctant 

to encounter them in a non-transparent universe. 

 

• Dark pools whose governance structure is based around just one or two of the leading 

investment banks. In this type of setting, some participants looking to initiate block trades 

might be cautious about executing their orders in a universe in which certain members 

entering proprietary order flows potentially have a complete view of the algorithms of 

users in the system that they operate. Although the desire of banks to preserve their 

reputation should limit the use of this type of practice, the potential risk for a conflict of 

interest is an additional factor making participants wary of dark pools.  

 

The optimal strategy for investors with private information will be to trade wherever there is 

the largest number of uninformed investors, i.e. wherever the market is most liquid (Admati 

and Pfleiderer 1988). However, there are different types of informed investor. Harris (1993) 

identifies two categories: 

 

• Patient informed investors, who are constantly gathering and analysing publicly available 

information and data on fundamentals and who have the expertise to detect assets that 

are under- or overvalued according to average market opinion. This strategy is 
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characterised by slow turnover of securities in portfolios. These investors are important to 

the price discovery process in that their activity on the market enables prices to move 

towards their fundamental value. 

 

• Impatient informed investors, who possess new information about a security that has not 

yet been publicly digested. These are not insider dealers, but intermediaries that provide 

trading services while at the same time being institutional investors. Through their clients, 

these intermediaries have key information on latent demand or demand that is about to be 

revealed and can use this information to profit by positioning themselves on the market. 

This kind of investor will be much more active on the market than a patient informed 

investor. The private information that he possesses will have a short shelf life, so the 

investor has to use it quickly on the market. His trading on the market enables prices to 

adjust more swiftly to the arrival of new information. 

 

In general, informed investors, i.e. those using iceberg orders in the central order book, are 

most likely to be attracted to the dark pool model, which would enable them to trade 

anonymously at the midpoint of the spread on the reference market without having to contend 

with risk premiums or parasitic traders. However, the probability of non- or partial order 

execution is an obstacle for this type of investor, particularly impatient investors.  

 

According to Equinox Consulting, darkpooling currently accounts for no more than 1% of 

trading value in Europe, which contrasts with the situation in the USA. The successful 

establishment of dark pools relies on conflicting factors, namely they have to attract as much 

liquidity as possible while accommodating the desire of uninformed investors to keep away 

from informed investors. Their future development will depend on their ability to strike this 

delicate balance.  
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IV. CONCLUSION 

A comparison of the differences in temporary and permanent price impacts resulting from block 

trades executed on the NSC, through cross trades in the order book and in the upstairs market in 

Paris between October 2006 and October 2007 reveals a degree of complementarity between 

these three execution modes. Initiators of block trades have heterogeneous profiles: some want 

to use private information, while others are simply adjusting their portfolios. This diversity 

justifies the fragmentation of large-order flows. The calculated price impacts reveal a marked 

preference among investors that are trading for liquidity reasons for non-anonymous relations in 

the upstairs market, which, through its ability to screen out informed investors, neutralises 

adverse selection risks. In return, this type of investor has to pay for the intermediation services 

associated with this execution method. Cross trades in the order book are preferred by investors 

who want to negotiate their transaction as part of specific arrangements with their main 

intermediary. However, the benefits of concealing their strategy from the rest of the market and 

from other intermediaries are offset by the small number of counterparties that could potentially 

take part in a negotiated transaction of this sort (own account of the intermediary or another 

client). Investors with private signals about the intrinsic value of traded securities greatly prefer 

iceberg orders on the NSC platform. As a result, block transactions that make the biggest 

contribution to the price discovery process are contained within the order book. But the savings 

gained by not using intermediation services are counterbalanced by exposure to parasitic trading 

resulting from the pre-trade transparency of the central market. 

 

In addition to analysing the behaviour of institutional investors, this study can also be used to 

measure the proportion and type of block order flows in the Paris market that could potentially 

be routed away from the market operator with the introduction of competition to trading 

functions. The execution methods on offer pre-MiFID were complementary and tailored to the 

various profiles of block-trade initiators. But certain areas of dissatisfaction that generate 

adverse price impacts could prompt business to migrate to the market models offered by dark 

pools. Given this situation, two scenarios are possible. Dark pools could position themselves to 

complement the other alternative platforms and regulated markets, making it possible to express 

previously unused liquidity and so generate additional trading value for the entire marketplace. 

They may also provide a platform for financial intermediaries dealing for their own account to 

rebalance inventories and thus, as suggested by Gresse (2006), enable the risks of securities 
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ownership to be pooled more effectively. But overall liquidity could suffer if dark pools adopt a 

cannibalistic stance towards other platforms by diverting a portion of existing order flows. In 

particular, the depth of European securities and the price discovery process could be adversely 

affected if informed investors are isolated in these opaque systems.  

 

However, the success of dark pools remains a fragile proposition and will depend chiefly on the 

ability of these platforms to improve execution probabilities and thus reach an acceptable level 

of liquidity. Dark pools could however attain these levels if they can use their expertise and 

marketing policies to capture order flows from uninformed investors, who are particularly averse 

to the risks of adverse selection and who are reluctant to trade in an anonymous universe. 

Another possibility, along the lines of recent developments in the USA, might consist in 

combining liquidity pools through mergers and acquisitions. This would be an appropriate 

solution, insofar as the current governance arrangements in the new trading platforms indicate 

multiple equity interests by a handful of financial intermediaries. 
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ANNEX 1: HOW ICEBERG ORDERS WORK 

 

The investor divides the order into portions and decides on a size and limit price. When the 

portion that is disclosed in the order book is filled, a new portion of the same size is immediately 

entered in the order book. Other investors cannot tell if it is an ordinary limit order or an iceberg 

order. 

Take the example of an investor who wants to use an iceberg order to buy 50,000 stocks in the 

order book. He divides the order into portions of 10,000 and sets a limit price of 50. Before the 

first portion is entered, the order book looks like this:  

 

Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

49 

48 

40,000 

15,000 

14:10:40 

14:14:13 

14:09:01 

50 

51 

52 

10,000 

8000 

22,000 

 

When it is entered at 14:16, the first portion is immediately executed and a second portion is 

entered with a new time stamp (quantity still hidden: 30,000). 

 

Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:16:00 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

50 

49 

48 

10,000 

40,000 

15,000 

14:14:13 

14:09:01 

51 

52 

8,000 

22,000 

 

At 14:16:31, a buy order for 1,000 stocks with a limit price of 50 enters the order book. At 

14:16:32, a market-to-limit order to sell 10,000 stocks is presented. This sell order is used to fill 

the new portion, which keeps its price priority over other buy orders with lower limit prices and 

its time priority over the newly entered buy order. 
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Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:16:31 

14:16:32 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

50 

50 

49 

48 

1,000 

10,000 

40,000 

15,000 

14:14:13 

14:09:01 

51 

52 

8,000 

22,000 

 

At 14:17, a market-to-limit order to sell 12,000 stocks appears in the order book. The buy order 

for 1,000 stocks has time priority over the new portion of the block and is executed first, 

followed by the portion of the order that is currently in the order book and 1,000 stocks from the 

portion that immediately replaces it. As a result, 19,000 have still to be executed, of which 

10,000 are hidden. 

 

Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:17:00 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

50 

49 

48 

9,000 

40,000 

15,000 

14:14:13 

14:09:01 

51 

52 

8,000 

22,000 

 

Three sell orders for a total amount of 20,000 securities are posted successively between 

14:17:32 and 14:17:55. The block order is completely executed and the order book looks like this 

at 14:17:55:  

 

Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

49 

48 

40,000 

15,000 

14:17:55 

14:14:13 

14:09:01 

50 

51 

52 

1,000 

8,000 

22,000 
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ANNEX 2: EXAMPLE OF STRATEGIES DEPLOYED BY PARASITIC TRADERS 

 

Block orders that are disseminated in the order book through iceberg orders are exposed to what 

Harris calls parasitic trading. Parasitic traders do not pay attention to stock fundamentals when 

devising their strategies but seek to make profits by anticipating and/or identifying large orders. 

They employ two sorts of strategies  

 

The first is similar to front-running, an illegal technique used by brokers that position themselves 

on the market after receiving client orders but before these orders are fully executed. The 

strategy consists in stepping in front of investors that are trying to use an iceberg to slice up a 

large order. Unlike traders following the second strategy, which is known as quote-matching, 

this type of parasitic trader does not merely watch changes in the orders entering the book, but 

also anticipates situations where there is a high probability of a block trade. One common 

technique is to identify securities that are likely to be included in an index the next time it is 

recompiled, since these stocks will become a target for index-linked management. Once the 

block transaction is identified, e.g. a large purchase, the parasitic trader will absorb all the 

liquidity in the order book by buying available stocks and then restore it at a higher price, 

exerting upside pressure on prices and forcing the initiator of the block trade to set a higher limit 

price. 

 

Imagine the order book looks like this at 14:18. 

Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

14:12:34 

14:17:20 

14:16:12 

49.9 

49.8 

49.7 

49.65 

49.6 

3,000 

5,000 

2,500 

8,000 

1,000 

14:17:55 

14:14:13 

14:11:14 

14:12:24 

14:17:32 

50 

50.1 

50.2 

50.25 

50.3 

10,000 

20,000 

5,000 

5,000 

12,000 

 

Investor A wants to buy 50,000 stocks and decides to go to the order book with portions of 

10,000 and a limit price of 50. 
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The first portion is absorbed by an opposite sell order of 10,000 at 50, causing the second 

portion of 10,000 to be entered at the same price.  

Investor B notices A’s activity and guesses that there is a hidden block purchase order. He places 

a market order for 40,000 stocks to absorb as much of the liquidity in the order book as he can. 

The average execution price per stock is 50.11. He immediately enters a sell order for 45,000 

securities at the new limit of 50.25. 

 

The new order book therefore looks like this:  

Buy Sell 

Time of day Price Quantity Time of day Price Quantity 

14:21:13 

14:10:20 

14:15:07 

14:12:34 

14:17:20 

50 

49.9 

49.8 

49.7 

49.65 

10,000 

3,000 

5,000 

2,500 

8,000 

 14:21:45  

14:17:32 

14:18:26 

14:11:54 

14:20:14 

50.25 

50.3 

50.35 

50.4 

50.45 

40,000 

12,000 

5,000 

3,500 

8,000 

 

Because the bid-ask spread has widened owing to the upside pressure on sell limits, the 

probability of execution at the limit set by the initiator of the block trade decreases. Depending 

on how patient he is, the block trader may wait for prices to return to their previous level, but in 

so doing runs the risk of failing to find a counterparty. Since there is sufficient depth, he will 

therefore be tempted to execute the remaining quantity (40,000) immediately at 50.25 instead of 

50, with the lost profit going to the parasitic trader. 

 

The other type of strategy employed is quote-matching. It too consists in taking advantage of 

large orders that are divided up in the order book, in this case by betting on tick sizes. In the 

previous example, when Investor B detects A’s behaviour, he posts an order of 50.01 (the tick 

size in our example is 0.01), thus taking away A’s priority over the next limit sell order at 50. If 

prices rise, Investor B will benefit. If they fall and B wants to unwind his position, he will find an 

immediate counterparty in A and limit his loss to €0.01 per security.  
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ANNEX 3: LISTING ON A CROSSING NETWORK, THE EXAMPLE OF XETRA XXL 

 

Xetra XXL is a block execution platform launched by Deutsche Börse. The platform’s market 

model is that of a crossing network: member investors can submit market orders or limit orders 

that will be executed at the midpoint between the best bid and ask on the reference market 

during periodic auctions. The system enables users to get the benefit of market prices without 

transaction costs but carries a significant risk of non-execution if internal liquidity does not reach 

a sufficiently high level.  

Let the order book of the reference market be as follows40:  

 

Buy Sell 

Price Quantity Price Quantity 

200 

199 

198 

600 

200 

400 

202 

203 

204 

700 

500 

600 

 

The auction price on Xetra will therefore be €201. 

 

1st possible scenario: bid and ask quantities match and satisfy the limit price. Orders are fully 

executed at the midpoint. 

Buy Sell 

Price Quantity Price Quantity 

201.5 

201 

20,000 

10,000 

200.9 

At market  

20,000 

10,000 

 

2nd possible scenario: bid and ask quantities satisfy the limit price but the quantities do not match. 

Orders will be partially executed based on the best available limit (10,000 unfilled on the sell 

side). 

 

                                                             
40 The examples are taken from the document "Xetra XXL: Market Model" [www.deutsche-boerse.com] 
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Buy Sell 

Price Quantity Price Quantity  

201.5 

201.3 

40,000 

20,000 

200.9 

At market 

50,000 

30,000 

 

3rd possible scenario: bid and ask quantities do not satisfy the limit price and/or the quantities 

offered do not match. No execution takes place. 

 

Buy Sell 

Price Quantity Price Quantity 

200.5 

200.3 

40,000 

20,000 

201.4 

202 

50,000 

40,000 
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